Summary:

This brief expands on Financial Health of Young America, Young Invincibles’ research measuring the financial decline of Millennials through the lens of education, student debt, and diversity, characteristics that make this generation unique. This brief explores the contingent workforce, a sector disproportionately made up of young adults, illustrating their challenges compared to regular employees. While more research is needed, particularly on young adults’ perspectives, we hope by laying out how federal, state, and voluntary policies impact different types of workers, and by engaging a thought experiment for a possible framework for reform, policymakers can create a system that’s fair to the most vulnerable workers.

Independent contractors, particularly those without employees and not within an incorporated business (referred to as contingent workers in this brief), tend to experience higher tax burdens and fewer social protections and benefits than traditional employees. This brief attempts to show why examining this sector is important for young adults, and to more clearly illustrate the distinctions between contractors and employees. This brief also presents ideas to grant new protections for workers contractors, but still allow for the flexibility and creativity alternative work can provide for contract workers.
Some protections given to regular employees could be extended to contract workers through a shared burden model, where customers or the contracting agent share the burden with the contractor. Also, simplifying the self-employment tax process could assist contingent workers when navigating their tax liability. This is a complex issue involving federal, state, and voluntary benefits, and this brief offers only a few ideas, and will not detail every step of reform.

Background:

Workers earning income are generally classified into two categories; employees and independent contractors. The Internal Revenue Service provides guidance on how to distinguish the two. They define an independent contractor as having full control over how and what will be done in order to provide the contracting agent with their request.\(^1\) And while they also provide a test to ensure proper classification, 10 to 30 percent of U.S. employers misclassify their workers, resulting in loss of benefits and income to the worker.\(^2\)

Furthermore, researchers, economists, and government entities lack consensus about the difference between contractor and regular employment work. As a result, there is disagreement about the size and growth of the contingent workers: estimates range from 5 percent to 35 percent of the labor force.\(^3\)
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Although, researchers cannot agree on an exact definition, in this brief we define “contingent workers” as independent contractors, including on-demand and gig workers, who are not incorporated and do not have any employees. With this definition, we attempt to better understand contingent workers’ challenges and explore a possible framework to protect them from financial instability and expand their economic opportunity.

What is clear is that contingent workers face lower wages, fewer benefits, and a larger tax liability. A Government Accountability Office’s recent report shows contingent workers earn less than standard workers on an hourly, weekly, and annual basis. They are also more likely to report living in poverty and receive more public assistance than standard workers. Furthermore, they are two-thirds less likely than standard workers to have a work-provided retirement plan. Independent contractors also struggle with paying and even being aware of the self-employment tax, a liability split with employers in traditional employment.

Contingent workers also tend to be young. The twenty-three million Millennial on-demand workers make up the majority of the sector, according to one estimate. They are also more likely to earn income on online labor platforms and capital platforms—people who market goods or rent assets (Airbnb, amazon,
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Young adults are also more likely to believe responsibility falls on the on-demand app or ensure quality and resolve problems in service. For these reasons, we believe young people are particularly impacted by this sector and we should look to improve their benefits and work experience.

**Difference Between Employees and Contractor (and a Framework for Reform):**

Contingent workers face numerous challenges; primarily they are excluded from many safety net programs and pay a substantially high-income tax. In contrast, a traditional employee has the legal guarantee of various benefits, such as shared responsibility for FICA taxes, worker’s compensation, and unemployment insurance. Additionally, some employers offer benefits such as paid leave and retirement savings plans. In order to protect the contingent workforce, we should consider improving their legal and voluntary benefits by providing similar protections and simplifying the tax process provided to a traditional employee.

In the chart, we present some of the typical benefit liabilities for regular employment, contingent work, and our potential reforms to contingent work. For the purpose of this brief, we focus on FICA taxes, workers’ compensation, retirement, and paid leave. For every $100 earned, we identify, on average, how much each entity covers for the benefits shown. As shown, the current relationship between an independent contractor and their contracting agent provides no social safety net protections and greater tax liabilities on the worker.
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11 FICA refers to Federal Insurance Contributions Act, and generally refers to the 15.2 percent tax on wages earned to fund Medicare and Social Security.

12 All states except Texas manage Worker’s Compensation and coverage and benefits vary by state.

13 We recognize other benefits might be considered, but focus on the four identified for simplicity’s sake.
### Table 1. Benefit Liabilities as percent of $100 earned

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Regular Employment</th>
<th>Contingent Work</th>
<th>Potential Reforms to Contingent Work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Employer</td>
<td>Employee</td>
<td>Contracting Agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legally Required benefits</strong></td>
<td>Worker's Compensation</td>
<td>$1.95</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>State Unemployment Insurance</td>
<td>$0.66</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Security</td>
<td>$6.20</td>
<td>$6.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medicare</td>
<td>$1.45</td>
<td>$1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Voluntary Benefits</strong></td>
<td>Paid Leave</td>
<td>$10.33</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retirement (Defined Contribution)</td>
<td>$2.86</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Young Invincibles’ analysis of Bureau Of Labor Statistics- Employer Costs for Employee Compensation for the Regions-March 2017 & Internal Revenue Service. The default employee contribution for Secure Choice models is set at 3 percent. Paid leave is set at a 0.2 percent employee contribution rate by Senator Gillibrand’s FAMILY Act.

In this section, we discuss the basic benefit types we think should be considered to improve the financial security of independent contractors. As we introduce each benefit, we also demonstrate how contingent workers are either at a disadvantage or can directly benefit from some of our suggestions.

**A. The Federal Insurance Contributions Act** This social security and Medicare payroll tax is divided between employer and employee. The social security tax rate or the amount withheld from the employee is 6.2 percent and
employer contributes 6.2 percent, for a 12.4 percent total.\textsuperscript{14} The Medicare tax rate is 1.45 percent for both the employee and employer resulting in a 2.9 percent contribution.\textsuperscript{15} Two challenges arise for the self employed: 1) they are responsible for the full 15.3 percent, in the form of the self-employment tax\textsuperscript{16} and 2) do not have the advantage of having their wages withheld and face a more complicated and tax situation.

One idea, is to ease the monetary burden and simplify the process. In such a structure, the contractor and contracting agent could share the responsibility to make FICA tax contributions. Rather than split the tax between contracting agent and independent contractor evenly like regular employment, a 25/75 split could be a good compromise, where the contracting agent pays 25 percent of the 15.3 percent tax rate and the independent contractor will pay 75 percent of their 15.3 percent tax rate. This shifts some burden away from the contractor through a shared liability and also ensures a portion of the Medicare and Social Security tax is paid with each transaction or job.

B. Worker’s Compensation This insurance program covers medical bills and wages for employees and their families due to injury in the workplace and it is important contingent workers receive this benefit. However, worker’s compensation is not federally mandated and is left up to states to administer. In all fifty states, with the exception of Texas, private sector employers are mandated to provide worker’s compensation insurance to traditional workers. The employers are subjected to finance the program entirely with the exception of three states, where the employee

\textsuperscript{15} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{16} Ibid.
contributes a small percentage. The average employer contribution to worker’s compensation for a regular employment, is roughly two cents per $100 paid.

Contingent workers currently do not receive this benefit, despite being at a higher risk for injuries. Taxi drivers and chauffeurs are five times more likely than standard workers to be killed on the job. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration found factors such as working in unsafe areas and late night hours, increase homicide rates for taxi drivers are due to their work environment. Online on-demand platform work (e.g., Uber, Lyft) also includes these factors. The transportation work is not the only sector that has affected individuals’ health and well-being. Other jobs like domestic work, delivery, and home and repair and improvement prove to be hazardous as well. A national study found that 38 percent domestic workers suffer from wrist, shoulder, elbow, or hip pain in previous months and 29 percent of housecleaners experienced skin irritation.

As visible in the table, independent contractors are not covered for worker’s compensation due to their self-employed status. We suggest a framework that would require the contracting agent provide worker’s compensation and match the average given to traditional employees, due to the various risk factors mentioned.

**C. Retirement** A retirement account is available to traditional employees if their employer offers it. Even if the employer does not match employee
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19 Ibid.
20 Ibid.
contributions, the traditional employee still benefits from pre-tax contributions conveniently diverted from their paycheck. The independent contractor is largely denied this opportunity. And contingent workers are not taking the necessary steps to invest in their retirement, which will hinder their financial security for the future.\textsuperscript{21} Although, there are non-employer-sponsored retirement plans, less than 14 percent of all individuals contribute to an Individual Retirement Account in a given year.\textsuperscript{22}

More states are experimenting and implementing portable retirement savings plans for employees who are not offered a plan by their employer. While these “Secure Choice” programs increase retirement security for a standard worker, there is no option for the contingent worker. They do not have access to participate in the automatic payroll program or employer matching programs.\textsuperscript{23}

States could adopt the Secure Choice model of a state facilitated retirement plan and include independent contractors. The state secure choice programs default employee contribution rate begins at 3 percent, while the average employer-provided retirement contribution is about three cents per dollar as seen in the table. We have included the 3 percent contribution rate in the table, similar to Secure Choice plan's contribution rate, in the potential reforms column. This could be withheld from workers' payments, perhaps through online credit card transactions, in hopes to simplify and increase retirement savings.

**D. Paid Leave** This voluntary benefit grants a traditional employee earned income when they take time off for family and medical reasons. In states where this is not a required benefit, individuals are burdened to choose


\textsuperscript{22} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{23} “California State Treasurer,” last modified 2016, http://www.treasurer.ca.gov/scib/employees.asp
between being paid or taking care of their loved ones. This is largely a voluntary employer-provided benefit and it leaves the contingent worker without an option to participate.

States have begun to pass paid leave measures, while Congress is debating providing the benefit. These portable plans could allow independent contractors to pay into the enacted systems. In the recently introduced FAMILY Act by Senator Gillibrand (D-NY) includes the self-employed and would provide them with a 0.4 percent contribution of paid wages.\footnote{FAMILY ACT, S.337, 115th Cong. (as introduced by Senate, Feb. 7, 2017), \url{https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/senate-bill/337/text}} For our experimental framework, we incorporate this rate.

\textbf{Implementation & Looking Ahead:}

Implementing these federal, state, and voluntary benefits will require a system that captures transactions between the contracting agent and contractor. The challenge stems in part from the lack of an intermediary that can document the relationship between the customer and contractor. In regular forms of employment, the intermediary between an employer and employee’s wages is set up through a payroll system and human resources staff. These systems make it feasible for the employer to capture FICA taxes, fund retirement contributions, and provide other voluntary payroll deductions.

However, there is opportunity to partner with electronic and mobile payment services to extend deductions and contributions for benefits to independent contractors. Although this model excludes cash and check payments, there is evidence that consumers prefer to use credit cards and debit cards over cash, and mobile payments are projected to grow.\footnote{Total System Services, Inc. (TSYS), 2016 U.S. Consumer Payment Study, (October: 2016), accessed July 24, 2017, \url{http://www.tsys.com/Assets/TSYS/downloads/rs_2016-us-consumer-payment-study.pdf}} Companies like Square and Intuit could potentially assist in incorporating various benefits we consider for contingent
workers. The details of this partnership will need to be further researched and discussed.

Another way contingent workers could receive the potential benefits mentioned is by collectively organizing and negotiating with their contracting agent. However, independent contractors do not have the right to organize. They are excluded from the National Labor Relations Act which restricts them from improving their working conditions or negotiating for better wages and benefits. Cities such as Seattle, have provided a framework for contractors to collectively bargain, due to the lack of federal protection. The inclusion of independent contractors to the National Labor Relations Act could provide workers with the right to come together and bargain.

These factors limit contingent workers ability to gain benefits and ultimately their financial security. Yet, there are many other issues challenging today’s young adults to build assets, including regular W-2 employees:

- **Wages**: The decline of wages has stifled the ability of Millennials to achieve a reasonable standard of living. Young Invincibles supports an increase to the federal minimum wage to help young adults build assets both short-term and long-term.

- **Health Care**: Over 8 million young adults have gained health insurance through the Affordable Care Act’s insurance marketplaces, expansion of Medicaid, and the ability to stay on their parent’s plan. Without medical
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coverage, young adults are exposed to additional risk of accumulating medical debt.\textsuperscript{30} Now that young people are covered we should continue to protect and improve the Affordable Care Act.

- **Retirement:** Regular employees also struggle saving for retirement, due to the lack of access to an employer-sponsored plans.\textsuperscript{31} There are potential federal and state facilitated retirement options for workers. States should adopt programs on the Secure Choice model, because it gives access to workers without an employer-sponsored plan. The administration should also restore the federal retirement account program, MyRA, to give workers another opportunity to save.\textsuperscript{32}